
Key Stage One
English Homework Support





To write a perfect sentence you need:









Year 1’s 
Perfect 

Punctuatio
n



Year 2’s Perfect Punctuation

Commas

A comma marks a slight break between different parts of a 

sentence. 

In Year 2, we use a comma to separate items in a list.

E.g I went to the shop and bought some eggs, milk and 

cheese. 

Apostrophes

Apostrophes can be used to show possession. This helps 

determine who the item belongs to. 

E.g The boy’s bag is in the classroom.  The bird’s tweet 
echoes amongst the forest. 

Apostrophes can also be used to mark where letters are 

missing. This is called contraction. 

E.g can’t          he’ll        I’m



Word 
class





Noun phrases and expanded noun 
phrases

Expanded noun phrases:

An expanded phrase is made up of a determiner, adjective (or more 

than one adjective) and a noun.

the scary cat

two            brown          shoes

my kind friends

your purple, sparkly        pen

Noun phrases:

A noun phrase is made up of a 

determiner and a noun. See the 

examples below:

the cat

two shoes

my friends

your pen

determiner noundeterminer noun adjective adjective



Grammar
Statements, Questions, Commands, Exclamations:

• Statements tell you something. It is an average sentence 

and we use them in everyday conversations.

• Questions ask you something and end with a question 

mark.

• Exclamations show strong emotions such as anger, 

excitement or surprise. They end with an exclamation 

mark.

• Commands tell you to do something and start with a verb.

Noun phrases – A noun phrase consists of a 

determiner and a noun. The dog, a coat.

Expanded noun phrases – An expanded noun 

phrase consists of a determiner, one (or more) 

adjectives and a noun.    the scary dog      a warm, 
fluffy coat

Past progressive tense - Has was/were in front of 

a present tense verb. 

I was painting the fence.

Past tense - The past tense describes something 

that has now finished happening. Often, the verb 

will have an –ed suffix on the end but not always.

Present tense – The present tense shows 

something that is still currently happening now. 

Often, it has an –ing suffix on the end but not 

always.

Common mistakes: 

I done it I did it/I have done it

its mine it’s mine



Sentence openers

In the distance,

Over the hill,

Under the stairs,

Through the 

cave,

Above the 

clouds,

On a morning,

Against his 

friend’s advice,

Horrified,

Shocked,

Because ______,

If __________,

When ________,

Although _____,

At __________,

Before _______,

While ________,

Since ________,

Storming away,

Delighted,

Amazingly,

Carefully,

Quickly,

Suddenly,

Stupidly,

Slowly,

Importantly,

Majestically,

Sprinting 

through the 

dark,

Every day,

Occasionally,

Sometimes,

All of a sudden,

Later,

Never in my life,

Down by the 

cliff,

Behind the shed,

Laughing 

hysterically,

Barely alive,

Overwhelmed,

Exhausted,

Out of breath,

Yesterday,

After a while,

On Tuesday,

Without 

warning,

Amazed,

Delighted,

To make your writing sound more exciting, you can use a range of 

sentence openers. These can tell the reader when, where or how 

something is happening.

e.g In the distance, I could see a beautiful, colourful rainbow. 
Carefully, I crept up to see if I could find the pot of gold. 



Super 
Suffixes

-

ed

-est

-ing
-er

-ful

-

ment

-less

-ly


